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Abstract—Color Doppler imaging is the modality of choice for simultaneous visualization of myocardium and intracavitary flow over a wide scan area. This visualization modality is subject to several sources of error, the main ones being aliasing and clutter. Mitigation of these artifacts is a major concern for better analysis of intracardiac flow. One option to address these issues is through simulations. In this paper, we present a numerical framework for generating clinical-like color Doppler imaging. Synthetic blood vector fields were obtained from a patient-specific computational fluid dynamics CFD model. Realistic texture and clutter artifacts were simulated from real clinical ultrasound cineloops. We simulated several scenarios highlighting the effects of i) flow acceleration, ii) wall clutter, and iii) transmit wavefronts, on Doppler velocities. As a comparison, an “ideal” color Doppler was also simulated, without these harmful effects. This synthetic dataset is made publicly available and can be used to evaluate the quality of Doppler estimation techniques. Besides, this approach can be seen as a first step towards the generation of comprehensive datasets for training neural networks to improve the quality of Doppler imaging.

Index Terms—Simulations Ultrasound simulator, Color Doppler, Flow imaging, Echocardiography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Doppler echocardiography is the clinical imaging modality of choice for flow analysis in the cardiac chambers. Several Doppler techniques can be used to assess velocities in ultrasound imaging: i) Continuous-wave Doppler (CWD) to estimate a wide range of velocities along a predefined ultrasound line; ii) Pulsed-wave Doppler (PWD) to estimate velocities within a small spatial volume; iii) Color Doppler imaging (CDI) to estimate velocities over a large scan area. Regardless of the mode used, Doppler velocities represent projections of the actual velocity vectors along the ultrasound lines, thus providing incomplete one-dimensional information of the blood velocity field. Spectral Doppler (CWD and PWD) is used to locally estimate blood velocity in specific situations, such as in the assessment of aortic stenosis severity [1]. The ultrasound wave must be carefully aligned with the flow to obtain Doppler velocities closely related to the actual blood speeds. In contrast, CDI is generally used as a visualization modality to display simultaneously the myocardium and intracavitary flow, although at a relatively low frame rate.

CDI is subject to several sources of errors, the main ones being aliasing and clutter noise. Aliasing occurs whenever the velocities to be measured exceed the Nyquist limit, whose value depends on the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and the pulse center frequency [2]. In the classic red-blue Doppler color map, when aliased, color-encoded velocities wrap around such that color information turns from red to blue or vice versa [3]. Clutter corresponds to different sources of noise that mainly affect the low-frequency content of the slow-time signals. In echocardiography, clutter is mostly due to the motion of highly reflective tissues that surround the blood cavity. Therefore, blood signals must be separated from clutter before flow estimation.

Several approaches have been proposed to remove aliasing [4, 5] and reduce clutter noise [6, 7]. These techniques are mostly based on standard signal and image processing, which may lead to inherent difficulties in ambiguous and non trivial situations [8]. A recent study reports a deep learning (DL) solution to address the problem of aliasing removal [8]. The proposed method involved a conventional U-Net architecture [9] to localize aliased and double-aliased regions based on information derived from I/Q signals (i.e. Doppler frequency, power, and bandwidth, speckle flow angle, and speckle flow speed). Once detected, the aliased regions were corrected using a phase unwrapping algorithm as in [5]. Since the input of the U-Net method uses physical information, it was necessary to apply a clutter filter at the beginning of the workflow. These results illustrate the capability of DL to segment regions with single or double aliasing. Combined with classical signal processing tools, this DL approach demonstrated its ability to improve the quality of flow visualization by CDI.

DL methods have revolutionized several fields of application in ultrasound imaging, the main ones being related to classification (e.g. automatic view recognition [10]) and segmentation (e.g. automatic extraction of clinical indices [11]). In light of these successes, one may wonder why no additional work has been done so far to improve CDI. One of the main reasons is probably the difficulty of accessing referenced datasets, i.e. data whose flows are known and which can be used as a reference for learning algorithms. In this context, ultrasound simulations can play a key role in building such datasets. In this regard, our recent pilot study has shown that DL techniques can learn from synthetic ultrasound sequences to improve a targeted task; in this case, the estimation of rotational movements on in vitro data [12].

Computational ultrasound imaging has been applied for the analysis of the myocardial motion from B-mode sequences [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Most of the studies involved an electromechanical model (E/M) to generate ground-truth myocardial deformation fields. The E/M model has the advantage of relating cardiac contraction to its biophysical causes, allowing the inclusion of physiological and pathological conditions [13]. Prakosa et al. first proposed a warping-based method where a real B-mode sequence was registered to the E/M simulations [13]. Although the resulting images
showed realistic textures, warping defects degraded the quality of the synthetic images. To reduce those warping artifacts, De Craene et al. [14] used the ultrasound simulator FieldII to generate ultrasound images. However, the scatterers were too simplistic, yielding unrealistic binary-like synthetic ultrasound images. To solve this issue, Alessandrini et al. combined the E/M model, an ultrasound simulator, and B-mode template images into a unified pipeline [19]. Their simulation pipeline combined the advantages of both [15] and [19], and was able to produce realistic synthetic images. However, the backscattering transition between the myocardium and the surrounding environment was not sufficiently controlled, reducing the degree of realism of the simulated sequences. To solve this issue, the authors of two recent studies ([16] and [20]) introduced different strategies to ensure a smoother transition between the myocardium and the blood pool, leading to realistic B-mode echocardiographic imaging simulations (both 2D and 3D). The use of the electromechanical E/M model remains, however, the Achilles heel if a wide spectrum of simulations is required.

A. Main contributions
In comparison with the literature, the main novelties introduced in this paper are:

- the development of a simulation pipeline for the generation of clinical-like duplex ultrasound sequences, i.e. the simulation of both B-mode and Doppler images.
- the inclusion of a patient-specific computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model into our simulations to produce ground-truth vector fields.
- the introduction of controlled clutter noise through simple modeling of myocardial motion.
- the assessment of the validity of our pipeline by simulating different synthetic duplex sequences.

II. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1 provides the flowchart of the color Doppler simulation pipeline. In the following, we call “template” any real (clinical) duplex acquisition. The next sections (Sec. II-A Sec. II-B Sec. II-C) describe the content of each block. Clinical apical long-axis 3-chamber B-mode recordings are used to simulate sequences with realistic tissue texture. The first step of the simulation pipeline is to delineate the endocardium on the template cine-loop.

Two regions of interest (ROIs) are then obtained: the intraventricular cavity, and the left ventricular myocardium. Time-varying surface meshes are generated for both ROIs (block A in Fig. 1). Using these echo-derived meshes, a CFD intracardiac flow is anchored to the intracavity ROI of the template cine-loop by spatio-temporal registration. It provides a ground-truth sequence of intracardiac blood motion (block B). This reference motion is then used to displace blood point-scatterers, inside the left ventricle, from one simulated frame to the next (block C). As for the myocardial meshes, they are used to move the myocardial scatterers to produce realistic B-mode images and clutter in the Doppler signals. An ultrasound open-source simulator (SIMUS) is finally run on the blood + myocardium scatterer maps to generate synthetic ultrasound signals. These signals are post-processed with conventional beamforming and Doppler algorithms to construct duplex ultrasound cineloops.

A. Pre-processing

1) Template image sequences: A clinical 2-D ultrasound acquisition was used as a template sequence to set the geometry and provide the texture of the simulated ultrasound images. The 2-D sequences (one complete cardiac cycle between two end-diastoles ED1 and ED2) were acquired from an apical three-chamber view using a GE Vivid e9 ultrasound scanner (GE Healthcare) and a 2.5 MHz phased array. All sequences were acquired in duplex mode to obtain both B-mode and Doppler images during a routine clinical examination. The ultrasound machine settings were adjusted to scan the entire left ventricular cavity and myocardium, from the apex to the base. It returned a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of ~7000, and a frame rate of 16 fps. All the subjects were scanned with nearly identical conditions.

2) Manual segmentation: The template sequences were segmented manually to get contours over the cardiac cycle. We defined eight instants evenly spaced between ED1 and ED2. Endocardial and epicardial borders were delineated manually at each instant. Each boundary was then resampled to ensure an even distribution of points along the contours. These points were finally interpolated in time using periodic spline to obtain myocardial and intracavity ROIs over the entire cardiac cycle. Once the endocardial and epicardial contours have been manually segmented, the myocardial and left ventricular meshing procedures are fully automatic.

3) Myocardial meshes: The left side of Fig. 2 illustrates the myocardial meshing. For each myocardial ROI, the base of the left ventricle was defined by the line linking point #1 (pt1) to point #2 (pt2). We defined the apex as the point of the epicardial contour whose distance from the base was greatest. 36 points were then evenly distributed over the epicardial contour: 18 on the lateral wall, and 18 on the anterior wall. Intramyocardial segments perpendicular to the epicardial contour and passing through the 36 epicardial points were then automatically drawn to join the epicardial and endocardial contours. Each intramyocardial segment contained 5 evenly distributed points. This resampling scheme allowed myocardial meshing with 180 points (36 longitudinal × 5 radial) and 280 triangle cells. These myocardial meshes were used in Sec. II-C to compute the myocardial displacements.

4) Left ventricle meshes: The right side of Fig. 2 illustrates the left ventricular intracavitary meshing. As with the myocardial meshes, the basal and apical points were computed automatically from the intracavity ROIs. 21 points were evenly distributed over the endocardial contour. The basal and apical points were used to define the median axis of the left ventricular ROI cavity (see Fig. 2 right panel, gray curve). Two-thirds of the median axis were sampled uniformly, and the corresponding points (green points along the median axis) were associated with their endocardial counterpart to define linear 4-point segments. The apical region was sampled spherically.
This resampling scheme allowed intracavitary meshing with 71 points (15 apical + 56 basal) and 114 triangle cells. These left ventricular intracavitary meshes were used in Sec. II-B to register a ground-truth blood flow motion on the template sequences.

B. Blood flow motion

1) CFD model: To incorporate a reference blood-motion field into our simulations, we used a patient-specific heart flow CFD model developed by Chnafa et al. [21]. In this CFD model, the cardiac cavities and the wall dynamics were extracted from 4-D clinical images acquired by computed tomography. The CFD computation was based on an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) method. The ALE method is a way to couple Eulerian and Lagrangian formulations to solve fluid-structure coupling problems. This CFD model provided complex 3-D flow motion in a complete left heart including the left ventricle, the left atrium, and the aorta inlet. More details on the CFD model can be found in [21], [22], [23]. From this model, an apical three-chamber view was reproduced by locating the probe at the apex, with the sector enclosing the mitral inlet and the left ventricular outflow tract (left part in Fig. 3), as in [24]. In this study, we limited ourselves to planar simulations. Out-of-plane blood motions (in the elevation direction) of the insonified scan-area were not considered since the ultrasound simulations were two-dimensional (see Sec. II-D).

2) Spatio-temporal registration: Fig. 3 illustrates the spatio-temporal registration we computed to anchor the CFD intracardiac flow to the template cineloop. We first used a piece-wise linear transformation to match the end-diastole and end-systole times of the CFD model with those of the template sequence. The orange dots in Fig. 3 were used as temporal landmarks to perform this temporal registration. Time-varying surface meshes for the intraventricular cavity of the CFD model were then generated using the same procedure as that described in Sec. II-A. Each point of the CFD meshes was finally registered to the corresponding template meshes by interpolating the position of the corresponding cell. This procedure was used to spatio-temporally register one blood flow map per emitted beam on the template cineloop. It modified both the amplitudes and directions of the velocity vectors. The mechanical properties of the flow were therefore not totally conserved. For example, the conservation of mass was affected. Our goal here was to obtain clinical-like Doppler images from an imaging point of view, not from a mechanical point of view.

C. Myocardial motion

Our simulation pipeline includes the motion of the myocardium to generate synthetic clutter in left ventricular color Doppler. The myocardial motion was not simulated with the electromechanical model that we used in [20]. For each simulation, a set of points was randomly distributed over the myocardial mesh at end-diastole. Each of these points was then propagated over the full sequence by interpolating the

Fig. 1: Proposed pipeline for the simulation of clinical-like duplex ultrasound sequences. (A) A clinical recording works as a template for speckle texture, anatomy definition, and myocardial motion estimation; (B) A CFD model controls the synthetic blood flow motion; (C) An ultrasound simulation environment merging information from the template image sequence and the CFD model accounts for the image formation process. In the simulated sequence, the blood flow is fully controlled by the CFD model while the visual appearance is very similar to the one of a real acquisition. Each block specifies the section number where the description is detailed.
displacements of the corresponding cell. This simple procedure allowed us to compute applicable temporal trajectories of any point belonging to the myocardium.

**D. Ultrasound duplex simulation**

Our pipeline uses a homemade open-source software called SIMUS from the MUST Matlab ultrasound toolbox (https://www.biomecardio.com/MUST) [25]. SIMUS simulates backscattered ultrasonic signals for linear, phased, and convex arrays [26]. It allows the simulation of ultrasound images from different transmission schemes (i.e., using focused beams, plane waves or diverging waves) by adjusting the transmit delay laws. The latest version of the simulator now integrates 3-D acoustics, which was not the case at the time of this study. Our ultrasound simulations were thus planar. The insonified medium is modeled by monopole point sources that do not interact with each other (weak scattering). From the position and reflection coefficient of each scatterer, SIMUS computes the ultrasound signals that are received back by the probe, as illustrated in block C of Fig.1. We used SIMUS to compute the B-mode and Doppler cardiac images (duplex sequences). The same probe settings used to acquire the real B-mode sequence were simulated: a 2.5 MHz 64-element cardiac phased array emitted at a PRF of 7000 Hz. The bandwidths at -6dB were respectively 60% and 20% for the B-mode and Doppler sequences, which corresponded to transmit pulses of 2 and 6 wavelengths. Assuming a heart rate of 60 beats per minute, a focused-beam configuration returned sixteen 11-cm deep B-mode frames interleaved with color Doppler images obtained with packet lengths of 8.

1) **Realistic B-mode sequence**: The overall strategy for the simulation of the B-mode sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each B-mode frame was generated by transmitting 90 focused beams.

**Background scatterer maps**: $N_{\text{back}}$ scatterers were randomly distributed in the sector of the first template image. The scatterer density was 10 per square wavelength, which corresponded to $N_{\text{back}} \approx 250,000$. To avoid flickering effects, the background scatterers were kept motionless. We set the reflection coefficients of the scatterers to generate realistic images. To mimic the tissue echogenicity of the recorded model, the local intensities $I_m$ of the actual B-mode images were used to calculate the reflection coefficients $RC_m$ of the scatterers, according to the following expression:

$$RC_m = (I_m/255)^{(1/\gamma)} \cdot N(0, 1)$$

where $N(\cdot)$ is the normal distribution, and $\gamma$ is a constant for gamma compression (set to 0.3).

**Myocardial scatterer maps**: The scatterers of the myocardium were selected on the first simulated frame. The positions of these scatterers were then computed for each B-mode frame of the simulated sequence using the strategy described in Sec. II-C. The reflection coefficients of these scatterers were kept constant to maintain the speckle texture throughout the cardiac cycle.

**Blood scatterer maps**: To simulate Doppler information, blood scatterers were added in each B-mode frame of the simulated sequence. These scatterers were randomly distributed in the intracavity ROIs with a density of 10 scatterers per square wavelength and reflection coefficient values following a Gaussian distribution. To mimic the large difference in amplitude between blood and the surrounding tissues, we set a ratio of 70 dB between the RC values of the myocardial and blood scatterers $RC_{\text{blood}}$. The following expression was used:

$$RC_{\text{blood}} = \frac{1}{10^{(70/20)}} \cdot N(0, 1)$$

**Final scatterer maps**: The final scatterer maps were obtained by combining the background, myocardial, and blood scatterer maps. The background and myocardial scatterers were combined to ensure a smooth transition at the myocardial borders using the same scheme as described in [20].

2) **Simulation of the Doppler information**: Fig.5 illustrates the scheme we implemented to simulate Doppler images. Blood scatterers were moved between each emitted beam by interpolating their displacements through the template flow maps described in Sec. II-B. Each color Doppler image was generated using 44 focused beams in transmission with packet lengths of 8.

3) **Reconstructed synthetic B-mode and Doppler data**: The synthetic RF signals generated by SIMUS were demodulated to obtain in-phase/quadrature I/Q signals. The I/Q signals were beamformed using a delay-and-sum to obtain B-mode and color Doppler images [27]. For clutter filtering, we removed the mean of the I/Q signals (= zero-order polynomial-regression filter). The Doppler velocities were deduced by using a lag-1 autocorrelator [28].
Fig. 3: Illustration of the spatio-temporal alignment used to register the flow of the CFD model to the template sequence. The color map indicates the amplitude of the velocity along the cross-beam $x$-direction. The orange markers were used as key instants to perform a piece-wise linear registration between the CFD model and the template sequence. Each point of the CFD meshes was registered to the corresponding template meshes by interpolating the position of the corresponding cell.

Fig. 4: Overall strategy for the simulation of B-mode sequences. Each B-mode frame of the template sequence was used to define a set of scatterers characterized by their positions and reflection coefficients. This information was then provided into the SIMUS ultrasound simulator to generate synthetic images.

Fig. 5: Overall strategy for the simulation of Doppler images. 352 registered flow maps were used between each consecutive B-mode frame. This leads to a different map per emitted beam at the PRF frequency. 44 focused beams with a packet length of 8 were used to estimate each color Doppler image.
E. Simulated scenarios

Our color Doppler simulation pipeline is flexible enough to generate different types of scenarios. This is interesting in the perspective of generating datasets to feed into DL algorithms to improve the quality of flow visualization and quantification by CDI. To illustrate the relevance of each element of the pipeline, we simulated four scenarios ranging from simplified to more realistic situations for five virtual patients. For each simulation, the generated synthetic sequence and the reference motion field are made available to the community, yielding to an open access dataset composed of 20 benchmarked sequences. This synthetic dataset is accessible at the following link: [http://humanheart-project.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/duplex.html](http://humanheart-project.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/duplex.html). The simulation of a full sequence composed by 16 B-mode and color Doppler images took around 4 hours using a C version of the SIMUS code running on an Intel 2 Xeon E5@2.9Ghz with 512GB RAM.

1) Scenario #1: color Doppler "snapshot": This scenario assumes that one would be able to obtain an instantaneous color Doppler image (color Doppler "snapshot") 1) in the absence of myocardial motion, and 2) assuming that the flow is stationary (no temporal acceleration) during the ultrasound emissions generated to obtain this image. The number of emissions to simulate a Doppler image was 352 (44 focused beams with a packet length of 8, as illustrated in Fig. 5). This prevented i) the introduction of clutter noise due to the movement of high-intensity tissues and ii) the presence of bias during Doppler estimation caused by blood acceleration. In this snapshot scenario, the estimated Doppler velocities should match the radial velocity components of the CFD-based reference flow.

2) Scenario #2: Doppler simulation of a non-steady-state flow: Blood motion is no longer quasi-stationary: the blood scatterers are relocated between two successive ultrasound transmits. This scenario takes flow acceleration into account, which has side effects on Doppler estimation. The motion of the blood scatterers was computed using the template flow maps described in Sec. II.D.

3) Scenario #3: additional synthetic clutter noise: In contrast with the other scenarios, the third scenario aims at simulating color Doppler as obtained in a clinical setting. All the blood and tissue scatterers are relocated between two successive ultrasound transmits. In this context, the information carried by the slow motion of the tissues is mixed with that of the blood flow, which led to wall clutter noise.

4) Scenario #4: focused vs. diverging waves in transmission: Each color Doppler image presented in the previous scenarios was generated using 44 focused beams in transmission with packet lengths of 8. This led to an accurate estimate but at the cost of a small temporal frequency (e.g. 16 fps for the simulated sequences). To work at higher imaging rates, recent works proposed to estimate Doppler velocities from diverging waves [29, 30]. In these conditions, the whole Doppler sector is sonified with each emitted beam, which drastically increases the frame rate of color flow imaging. However, since this strategy spreads the acoustic energy into a large area, the quality of the Doppler estimate is degraded, especially in situations where high-intensity tissue motion is important. In this context, the goal of this scenario was to investigate the influence of the transmission modes on the quality of estimated velocities. Each sequence was simulated in the "snapshot" conditions with the emission of either focused or diverging beams for the estimation of Doppler information.

III. RESULTS

A. Scenario #1: color Doppler "snapshot"

The second line of Fig. 6 shows Doppler images simulated in the snapshot scenario for different instants during filling, when blood velocity was the highest. From these results, one can appreciate the reliability of the simulated sequence compared to the corresponding Doppler reference given by the radial velocities. Most of the reference flow patterns were simulated and estimated accurately. The small differences are in large part explained by smoothing effects introduced by the Doppler estimator. The simulated color Doppler images also contained aliasing artifacts when the velocities to be measured exceeded the Nyquist limit (1.1 m/s in our case).

B. Towards more realistic scenarios

1) Scenario #2: Doppler simulation of an unsteady flow: The third line of Fig. 6 shows images simulated in such conditions for the same instants as those of the snapshot scenario. The Doppler outputs were slightly different since this scenario does not assume stationary flows. The effect of flow acceleration is more visible during the filling phase.

2) Scenario #3: additional synthetic clutter noise: Because the information conveyed by the motion of the tissues was mixed with that of the blood flow in this scenario, it was necessary to apply a clutter filter on the synthetic I/Q signals (after beamforming) to recover the blood signals. This was realized using a zero-order polynomial-regression filter. The forth line of Fig. 6 shows images simulated in such conditions. The Doppler outputs were significantly different since this scenario did not provide clutter-free instantaneous maps. The effect of the surrounding myocardial motion during the filling phase is well visible during filling onset. As tissue velocities decreased during the diastolic phase, clutter noise (along the ventricular wall) reduced until it vanished at the end of filling. This is in line with real observations, which illustrates the realism of the simulation pipeline. In addition, Fig. 7 shows the Doppler estimates during the systolic phase in the snapshot scenario compared with the wall-clutter scenario. These results further illustrate the impact of tissue motion on Doppler estimation. In this example, Doppler bias appeared along the blood/tissue interface, especially near the septum where tissue motion was most pronounced.

C. Scenario #4: focused vs. diverging waves in transmission

Fig. 8 displays the results obtained for two instants where the motion of high-intensity tissues was either high (i.e., beginning of diastole) or low (i.e., diastasis). These results show that the quality of Doppler estimation is related to the amount of
tissue motion when diverging waves are used in transmission. Indeed, the clutter phenomenon is more prominent when the motion of high-intensity tissues is important.

D. Evaluation of a Doppler estimation algorithm

Our simulation pipeline can also be used to provide benchmark datasets to assess the quality of Doppler estimation methods. We evaluated the effect of wall filtering in the presence of myocardium-based clutter by using two different datasets: one generated from scenario #1, and another from the same scenario but with additional wall clutter. Each dataset was composed by 16 Doppler images for 5 virtual patients. In each case, the estimated Doppler velocities were compared with the radial velocity components of the CFD-based reference flow. Fig. 9 displays the mean correlation plots computed over the five virtual patients. Results show a high agreement between the CFD-based and simulated-derived Doppler velocities for the dataset generated from scenario #1, with a coefficient of determination of 0.92. The small differences can be explained by the smoothing effect of the estimator. The degradation induced by the wall clutter noise can be investigated from the right part of Fig. 9. In particular, a decrease of 19% of the coefficient of determination can be observed.

Fig. 6: Illustration of the ability of our Doppler simulation pipeline to generate three different types of scenarios: 1) a color Doppler “snapshot” situation assuming a stationary flow and the absence of myocardial motion (second row); 2) unsteady flow where the blood scatterers are relocated between two successive ultrasound transmits (third row); 3) wall-clutter with unsteady flow where both the blood and tissue scatterers are relocated between two successive ultrasound transmits (fourth row).
**Fig. 7:** Color Doppler snapshot vs. wall-clutter scenarios simulated during systolic phase. Large tissue motions along the septum generate synthetic clutter that degrades the color Doppler image estimated from the synthetic I/Q signals.

**Fig. 8:** Focused vs. diverging beams for the estimation of Doppler velocities. While the diverging wave strategy increases the temporal frequency, the spread of the acoustic energy into a large area degrades the quality of the Doppler estimate, especially in situations where the displacements of high-intensity tissues are significantly large.

**IV. DISCUSSIONS**

**A. On the benefits of training DL methods through simulations**

Deep learning techniques have been successfully applied to echocardiography for several years. These methods have allowed major advances in many specific areas such as view classification and segmentation of anatomical structures. Almost all the best performing techniques correspond to supervised approaches, requiring the deployment of large-scale datasets with manual annotations. As far as ultrasound motion estimation is concerned, very few referenced data are available, the main one being an open access dataset proposed for myocardial strain benchmarking [20]. A supervised DL network was recently trained on this open-access dataset to automatically estimate myocardial strains [21]. Although the results were very promising, the lack in quantity and diversity of training data did not allow the authors to obtain significantly better scores than the state-of-the-art. Regarding blood flow estimation, there is currently no baseline dataset. Thus creating large-scale synthetic datasets that mimic hundreds or thousands of patients would be the key to train data-driven DL methods for flow estimation. In this context, we proposed the first simulation pipeline that generates clinical-like duplex ultrasound sequences. Although the size of the derived dataset is not sufficient to train DL models, our framework constitutes the first step toward achieving more complete datasets. A major weakness of our protocol is the need to manually segment the left ventricle and the myocardium throughout the sequence. In the near future, we plan to make this step fully automatic to enhance the scalability of our simulation pipeline, with the goal of creating simulated data that replicates a large number of patients.

**B. An innovative simulation pipeline for duplex sequences**

The objective of our study was to simulate clinical-like B-mode and color Doppler ultrasound images. By “clinical-like” we mean that these images should resemble those obtained by a cardiologist with a clinical ultrasound machine. For the B-mode images, a set of focused waves scanned the cardiac region, and then a standard delay-and-sum technique was used for image construction. Although the transmission/beamforming scheme may differ from those used by clinical ultrasound scanners, the similarity to clinical images is apparent, particularly with respect to speckle patterns. The realism is also found in the color Doppler simulations. Not only is the similarity observed on the Doppler fields, but also on classical artifact phenomena, such as aliasing and wall clutter.

In this study, we focused only on the generation of clutter due to myocardial motion. We neglected other sources of clutter such as those related to rib reverberations, multi-echoes, or twinkling artifacts [32]. Our goal was not to perform a thorough evaluation but rather to show that our pipeline could generate datasets for the evaluation of Doppler estimation techniques. A thorough investigation is beyond the scope of this paper. The evaluation showed that the datasets can lead to accurate estimates of Doppler velocities in the absence of wall-based clutter. In addition, we quantified the
decrease in color-Doppler performance when wall clutter was present. This is a direct consequence of the motion of highly reflective tissues that surround the blood cavity. This shows the difficulty in developing techniques that are robust to the clutter phenomenon. We believe that DL techniques could help to mitigate wall clutter, based on adequate simulations and appropriately designed references.

C. Potential improvements

The proposed pipeline is a relevant advance in the field of cardiac ultrasound simulation. Despite the variety of scenarios already provided, it would be of interest to integrate out-of-plane motions. Indeed, the 3-D nature of blood flow induces some decorrelation of the slow-time signals, which may affect the quality of Doppler estimates. In this study, our goal was to develop the first duplex simulation pipeline by focusing on key properties such as unsteady flow and wall clutter. The 3-D CFD model will allow us, in the future, to study and quantify the impairment caused by 3-D motion. We also evaluated the effectiveness of our simulation pipeline from healthy subjects. It would be interesting in the future to extend our framework to simulate large scale datasets including pathological cases. We will need to incorporate blood and tissue motions that reflect anatomical and functional characteristics of patients with heart disease. It should be noted however that some pathologies (e.g. valvular diseases, septal defect,...) cannot be considered due to the limitations of the CFD model.

D. Perspectives

The pipeline was used to generate an open access dataset of 20 synthetic sequences available at the following link: [http://humanheart-project.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/duplex.html](http://humanheart-project.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/duplex.html). Part of these data can already be used to benchmark the quality of Doppler estimation techniques. Our goal is to progressively enrich this dataset with new simulations to cover an exhaustive and diverse range of blood flow dynamics, from healthy to pathological cases. This will provide richer reference datasets that will help improve the quality of flow visualization and quantification by CDI using DL methods. We are targeting three main applications in the near future. Our framework will first be used to estimate alias-free Doppler velocities from the backscattered ultrasonic signals. We have shown that our pipeline can also generate wall clutter noise. Despite a large literature dedicated to this phenomenon, clutter remains one of the main sources of error in intraventricular flow estimation. Our solution therefore offers new perspectives to develop DL-based clutter filters more efficient than the state-of-the-art (such as singular value decomposition filters). Finally, it has been shown that it was possible to decipher 2-D velocity vector fields using color Doppler images [33]. This can be used to characterize the vortex that forms in the left heart and investigate the filling capacity of the heart. The underlying method involves several tedious steps, such as segmentation of the left ventricle and aliasing/clutter filtering. We thus plan to investigate the application of DL for the automatic and robust estimation of two-dimensional intraventricular flows.

V. Conclusions

We developed a novel simulation pipeline for the generation of clinical-like duplex ultrasound sequences. The proposed pipeline combines state-of-the-art solutions in the fields of computational fluid dynamics and computational ultrasound imaging. The CFD model determines the reference value of the blood flow. The ultrasound simulator, in conjunction with scatterer strategies, ensures realistic speckle patterns and Doppler estimates. We evaluated the genericity of our pipeline in four different scenarios. In particular, we showed that our pipeline allows the integration of flow acceleration and wall clutter noise. This led to side effects and made Doppler estimation challenging, as in real cases. The pipeline was used to generate an open access dataset of 20 synthetic sequences.
This synthetic dataset can already be used to benchmark the quality of Doppler estimation techniques.
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